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Be allowed

tell

the fountains
of Langres

Discover 9 Fountain

Langres sitting on a thick calcareous bench, the contribution of water was directly possible for it only thanks
to wells or, mostly, to tanks collecting the rainwater.
The tasks requiring a certain quantity of water could not
come true q' at feet of the fortifications, where the
groundwater springs everywhere.
He so went away for the cleaning of the linen and the
skins of animals, the “abreuvement” of animals or retying of the hemp.
The daily importance of sources did not limit itself to
these material aspects. Early, indeed, became attached
to it mythological and popular faiths for which the Christianity tried to channel with a reserved success. Most of
the fountains were so baptised by the name of a saint.

The embellishment of fountains is going to take a considerable part; by their architecture, some are going to
constitute an urban manifesto near the City, so arranging the transition with the rural world.

9 FOUNTAINS
1

Fountain Saint-Didier

Close to the main east-west axis of the antique
city, the decumanus maximus, then of the door of
the Market, this fountain constituted for a long
time a stopping place for whom had just climbed

the hard hillsides leading(driving) to the
strengthened city. Whereas we taught it the last
news of the town, horses took back some forces
there. Fountain, drinking trough and ford date the
XVIIIth century, whereas the saint whose statue
we can see is not any more Saint Didier, a boss of
the city, but Saint-Mammès, a boss of the
cathedral. Evêcque of Langres at about the year
350, the first one would have been beheaded by
the Barbarians before going into the town by the
Door Roman, among whom both arcs would have
shut away themselves.
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In the same fund of popular faiths are connected the
therapeutic virtues lent to certain waters. So those of
the white Fountain were supposed to relieve renal colics.
In 1678, Franche-Comté is gathered in the realm and
Langres loses its border position. Actually, the maintenance of the fortifications becomes less imperative,
what allows the “échevinat” to kick away savings partially allocated to the development of places of approval.

Fountain Saint-Nicolas

It is located north of the city, near the LongePorte gate. This door was the outlet of the former
cardo maximus (the axis nordsudde the GalloRoman city): there still an arc marquaitl' entry in
the ancient city. It is possible that the sourceof
the fountain Saint-Nicolas has already been used
at that time. Between held at long beyond
medieval period, this fountain has received works
of renovation in the 17th century.

Indeed, a Gallo-Roman
bas-relief discovered in
1675 was integrated at
the
fountain.
He
represented a woman
wearing a bucket, no
doubt a Libitinaria
(meals of the dead
officer), the Langrois of the time seeing rather a
representation of the Samaritan woman! It is
therefore quite naturally this name that they gave
to this fountain. In 1785, when the fountain was
rebuilt in its present form, this relief disappeared.
This redevelopment is made in the style of the
period: classicism. The composition of the
monument is symmetrical: two pilasters framing
two niches where water flows. They are
surmounted by two openings equipped with gates
giving access to a pool of capture. In the centre, a
niche is decorated with a statue today hardly
identifiable. It's probably saint Nicolas; the statue
comes from a fountain disappeared in the vicinity.
The date of reconstruction appears above the
niche, engraved in stone. The whole is framed by
two rounded back walls. Channel in the ground
then lead the water up to a trough where it flows
up to a current road retaining wall. The fountain
Saint-Nicolas enjoys an exceptional location.
Dominated by the fortifications in the background,
she was defended by the Saint-Jean Tower and
the Longe-Porte gate and overlooked by
impressive outcrops to visualize the thickness of
the limestone base.
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Foutain Saint-Antoine

Located at the northeast corner of the city, at the
foot of the pungent Tower, it is accessible by a
small path down the Allée des Marronniers. When
in 1773 Claude Forgeot rebuilt the building, he
created a monument that is not without reminding, proportionately, the provisions of the 'cave'
of the fountain of the frog.
The monument consists of a
small rectangular building
capped by a vault lowered
and
covered
with
impressive stones forming a
two-sided roof. Water flows
through a valve into bronze
in a small basin topped a
niche decorated with a

cartouche; a statue of Saint-Antoine (extirpated)
complemented the decor. The water then joined
a laundry in two basins located originally in a
covered building with a roof, like the development of the fountain of the president.
Farthest source basin used for washing ; the
closest basin, boasting water more rapidly
renewed, was used to rinse it.
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Fountain of the Three Kings

This fountain located at the extreme East, at the
top of road of the three kings that Deserve
"Louot"'s District, favourable to the gardening
because of its orientation (the first rays of the
Sun reducing the effect of frost). Like the
fountain Saint-Didier, it has a contiguous trough
of a pediluvium allowing horses to relax after
climbing the particularly steep. This «Ford» has
completely preserved its original paving and its
wall of stone fence.
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Fountain of the Sous-Murs

Only intramural fountain (from now on
condemned),its last alteration work seems to
date the end of the XIXth century on the occasion
of the water conveyance (see above). Situated in
the middle of the district of Sub-walls, this border
-fountain was particularly useful for architects
tanners grouped here.These so took advantage
of the topography favorable to the harnessing of
the first sources essential to the transformation
of the leather.
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Fountain of the Frog

The this whole greenery and water was fitted out
from the middle of the XVIIth century. It is the

time in which Langres begins to see going away
the borders and the concerned threats. It longs
to take out of its fortifications to fit out the
accesses according to forms more pleasant than
perpetual ditches, glacis or covered path.
In 1657, the Chamber of
City began the plantation of a vast path lined
with trees ("tillotz": lime trees) establishing the
walk leading to the fountain Blanche.
Manhandled by the tactless ploughmen and
lesmoutons eager for startups(young persons,young shoots), they owed
Be replaced during the next years. Between 1733
and 1736, service roads were crashed to widen
the walk.
It quickly became the favorite walk of the
Langrois which appreciated its refreshing shades,
his views on the valley of Bonnelle and final
delight of its fountain. From now on green
hyphen between the former city, the "new
districts" and the citadel, the party of this walk
remains original; it is too much stretched to be a
park, too bushy to be "French-style" and too
linear to be "English-style". In 1976, the secular
lime trees were renewed and replaced by new
plantations.
But this walk is inseparable of its fountain which
gave him his name.
It seems good that they were realized at the
same time: the construction of the "cave" (the
kiosk sheltering the source) and from both
outside superior ponds could too date 1657. In
1678, the échevinage decided to realize " a pond
with a fountain(water jet) in the fountain
Blanche, below the last one ". The arrangement
(measure) of three successive ponds with side of
slope which we can again see thus dates the end
of the XVIIth century.
It is the one that Denis Diderot knew and who
gets him his profound peculiarity.
In 1755 and 1758, the architect

Claude Forgeot and the
sculptor Clément Jayet
collaborated to give to
this fountain the esthetics
which it kept. The cave
was
completely
reconstructed, decorated
with "loose stones" and
with statues (of which the
famous bronze frog giving
Its name In the fountain).
It was surmounted by a
Latin inscription (due to the canon Claude Jandin)
celebrating the recent works of embellishment
and making a reference to the project of water
conveyance of this fountain towards the intramural city (" In Lingons. I am the nymph who, quite
made breathless, am escaped me with difficulty
(regret) of your mountain so that an urn in your
reach donnât you my running waters. I shall always be grateful for the honor which you have
just made for me, because, radiant, I raise proudly
my head between all the Naiads.
I am nevertheless a farmer, but if the gods assist
my wishes, I shall be city and the whole city will be
animated by my waters. 1755 "). Ponds, terraces
and staircases were also restored. At that time,
contrary in today, a single access led to this fountain.
Since the path of Blanchefontaine which continued up to the back of the cave, we came down
until this one by the luxurious stone staircase bypassing her. The effect so produced be to be striking; we discovered at the last moment the successive chain of the terraces where even the noise
of the water seemed it delicately studied according to ponds (streamings, waterfalls, jets ...)!
In its letters to Sophie Volland, Denis Diderot, the
son of the soil, describes the pleasure which he
feels to walk to Blanchefontaine, where from he
can admire the most beautiful landscape of the
world "… She is classified
among historic monuments
since 1906.
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Fountain
« du trou »

It is attested since the
XVIIth century. More taken
away than most of the

other fountains possessing a character practise, it
has no same place in the local uses.
The works of 1826 (the date is registered on the
vault) fit out a bent conduit getting the water to
forward it to a round pond today disappeared.
From there, it feeds a wash house in a single
pond originally covered with a roof. The construction of the citadel in the middle of the XIXth
century and of the station of Langres-Bonnelle at
the end of the century is going to restore a new
fate in this fountain. Situated from now on in
Equal distance between both places, it will be
during several decades seen frequently by the
soldiers of the garrison who will find a possibility
there of washing their linen there more bucolic
than inside of the fortress !
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Fountain of the
faeries

Situated on the side the
West of Tray, in
hundred of Meters at
the foot of the tower
Navarre, the fountain to
the fairies Is frequented
since the Gallo-roman
period.
During
excavations In 1855, we
found nearby Antique diverse vestiges (fragment
Of mosaics, frescoes, Gallic currencies and Romaine lettuces) as well as an altar Kept today in
Museum of Langres. On this one Represent three
representing women Three goddesses Mothers
to whom the source was dedicated. These
divinities protective and bénéficial helped the
people and accompanied them in their passage
towards the kingdom Deaths. During it
Christianization, this cult Heathen was replaced:
the fairies Dethroned the goddesses mothers

And temptresses became and harmful. Discreet
and modest, this fountain is constituted by a
conduit arched forming harnessing and closed by
a railing; from there, the water passes by
delicately in small rectangular pond before
passing by in the direction of Bonnelle. She is
registered on the Additional Inventory of historic
monuments since 1925.
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Fountain of the president

Placed on the West of the city in the district Saint
Didier, the fountain of the President is the only
one to have kept its covered wash house.
It was reserved for the private use till the beginning of
XVIIIth century. It holds its name of the function)
of the last but one owner who was a president of
the attic with salt. The arrangements realized in
1782, on order of the mayor
Bernard Rivot, led to the abolition of the old
drinking trough. This one was of use to the cattle
raised near the city, not far from the old slaughterhouses close to the current door of Compost.
This use gave to the fountain its old name of "
fountain in animals ".
The source got by an arched conduit (partially
filled) feeds a wash house with double pond facilitating the rinsing. Stony seats arranged around
the washhouse that allowed the washerwomen
to put their basket charged of dirty clothes.

